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Abstract: Web Single Sign-On (SSO) is a valuable point of attack because it provides
access to multiple resources once a user has initially authenticated. Therefore, the
security of Web SSO is crucial. In this context, the SAML-based Holder-of-Key (HoK)
SSO Profile is a cryptographically strong authentication protocol that is used in highly
critical scenarios. We show that HoK is susceptible to a previously published attack by
Armando et al. [ACC+11] that combines logical flaws with cross-site scripting. To fix
this vulnerability, we propose to enhance HoK and call our novel approach HoK+. We
have implemented HoK+ in the popular open source framework SimpleSAMLphp.

1 Introduction

Today’s Internet users are forced to register to each website individually and have to man-
age a plethora of accounts and passwords as part of their daily job. This aspect is not only
cumbersome but also seriously insecure, as users frequently choose weak (easy to remem-
ber) passwords and/or reuse them on several websites. Furthermore, each website has to
reinvent the wheel by building and operating another stand-alone authentication solution
and thus suffers from high user management costs.

Web Single Sign-On (SSO), as a subset of identity and access management, was proposed
to tackle the described usability, security, and management issues. With SSO, a user au-
thenticates once to a trusted third party, called Identity Provider (IdP ), and subsequently
gains access to all federated websites (i.e. Service Providers) he/she is entitled to – without
being prompted with another login dialog.

Nowadays, Web SSO solutions are wide-spread and their importance still continues to
grow. In this context, the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [S. 05] is a flex-
ible and open XML standard for exchanging authentication and authorization statements.
Since its invention in 2001, SAML has become the dominant technology for enterprise
Web SSO. SAML is also used in research, education, and e-Government scenarios.

In security critical use cases, SAML Holder-of-Key (HoK) Web SSO [KS10] is applied
because it fulfills the highest “level of assurance” as defined by the National Institute of
Standards (NIST) [The11]. HoK adds strong cryptographic guarantees to the authenti-
cation context and enhances the security of SAML assertion and message exchange by
using mutual authenticated secure channels. It builds on the TLS protocol which is ubiq-
uitously implemented in all major browsers (including mobile browsers) and web servers.



Therefore, maximum compatibility to existing infrastructure and deployments is given.

CONTRIBUTION. Although, HoK successfully defends against a wide range of attacks,
like man-in-the middle (MITM) and man-in-the-browser (MITB), we show that it is still
susceptible to a previously discovered attack by Armando et al. [ACC+11]. To mitigate
this vulnerability, we propose to extend HoK and use the strong cryptographic binding in
a more holistic approach. We call this countermeasure HoK+. In order to demonstrate the
practical feasibility, we have implemented a proof-of-concept in the popular open source
framework SimpleSAMLphp [Sim13].

OUTLINE. Related work is given in Section 2. The following section will introduce Web
SSO, SAML, and cookie theft. HoK Web SSO is explained in Section 4. The RelayState
Spoofing attack applied on HoK is presented in Section 5. Our countermeasure HoK+
along with the implementation is presented in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.

2 Related Work

SINGLE SIGN-ON. The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) was developed for
the secure exchange of XML-based messages and is mostly applied within federated iden-
tity management. The most widespread field of use of SAML is Web SSO. Unfortunately,
a diversity of attacks have been discovered in the last years.

In 2003, Groß [Gro03] disclosed several adaptive attacks on the SAML Browser Artifact
Profile resulting in the interception of the authentication token contained in the URL. Ad-
ditionally, Groß analyzed the revisited version of SAML [S. 05], finding further logical
flaws and security threats [GP06]. Related vulnerabilities have been analyzed and found
in the Liberty Single Sign-On by Pfitzmann and Waidner [PW03]. In 2006 Y. Chan in-
troduced a new parallel session attack to bypass all levels of authentication by exclusively
breaking the weakest one among them [Cha06].

In 2008, Armando et al. [ACC+08] built a formal model of the SAML V2.0 Web Browser
SSO protocol and analyzed it with the model checker SATMC. The practical evaluation
revealed an existing security issue on the SAML interface of Google, allowing a ma-
licious SP to impersonate any user at any Google application. Later on, same authors
identified another attack on Google’s SAML interface [ACC+11]. They manipulated the
RelayState parameter in the query string of an HTTP request in order to exploit an
existing cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability on Google. In this paper, we apply the
RelayState Spoofing attack on HoK Web SSO.

Further researches on the security of Web SSO have shown serious flaws resulting in iden-
tity theft and compromising the security of the end-systems. In [SMS+12] the authors
published an in-depth analysis of XML Signature. Additionally, they introduced novel
techniques to manipulate digitally signed messages, despite the applied integrity protec-
tion mechanisms. As a result the authors of the study examined 14 major SAML frame-
works and showed that 11 of them had critical XML Signature wrapping flaws allowing
the impersonation of any user. Another study regarding the security of SSO systems has
been published in 2012 by Wang et al. [WCW12]. The authors examined REST-based



authentication protocols like OpenID and found serious logic and implementation flaws
resulting in identity theft.

TLS CHANNEL BINDINGS. In 2009 OASIS1 standardized the SAML Holder-of-Key Web
Browser SSO Profile [KS10] using TLS client certificates for strengthening the authenti-
cation process. Later on, RFC 5929 [AWZ10] has been published in 2010 and describes
three different channel binding types for TLS without using any client certificates.

In 2012, Dietz et al. [DCBW12] have proposed a TLS channel binding called Origin-
Bound Certificates (OBC) by using a TLS extension. Their approach changes server au-
thenticated TLS channels into mutually authenticated channels by using client certificates
created on the fly by the browser. However, their idea requires changes in the TLS proto-
col, thus all current TLS implementations must be modified.

Recently, Google introduced another TLS extension called Channel ID [BH12]. Again,
fundamental changes to underlying TLS implementations are required. In summary, the
browser creates an additional asymmetric key pair during the TLS handshake and uses
the private key to sign all handshake messages up to the ChangeCipherSpec message.
Subsequently, the signature, along with the public key, is sent encrypted through the TLS
channel using the freshly established TLS key material. This is done before finishing the
TLS handshake. The browser uses the public key as “Channel ID” that identifies the TLS
connection.

In 2013 OASIS published the SAML Channel Binding Extensions [Can13] that allows the
use of channel bindings in conjunction with SAML. In this manner, the channel bindings
of RFC 5929 [AWZ10] can be integrated in all SAML related services (e.g. SSO).

3 Foundations

WEB SINGLE SIGN-ON. In an SSO flow (cf. Figure 1) user U navigates user agent
UA (e.g. a browser) and tries to access a restricted resource on SP (1). Thus the user is
not authenticated yet, SP generates a token request (2) and redirects UA with the token
request to IdP (3,4). In the following step U authenticates himself to IdP (5) according to
the supported authentication mechanisms. Subsequently, the security token is issued and
sent through UA to SP , where the integrity and authenticity is verified and the content is
evaluated (6,7).

SAML. The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [S. 05] is a widely-used open
XML standard for exchanging authentication and authorization statements about subjects.
These statements are contained in security tokens called assertions. SAML consists of
three other building blocks: (1) protocols – define how assertions are exchanged between
the actors; (2) bindings – specify how to embed assertions into transport protocols (e.g.
HTTP or SOAP), and (3) profiles define the interplay of assertions, protocols, and bindings
that are necessary for the needs of a specific use case to be met. The investigated SAML
HoK Web Browser SSO Profile [KS10] is such an application scenario.

1https://www.oasis-open.org/
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Figure 1: Single Sign-On Overview.

In order to request an assertion, SAML defines the <AuthnRequest> XML message
(i.e. token request). Important elements and attributes of this message are: ID – a
unique and randomly chosen request identifier; AssertionConsumerServiceURL
(ACSURL) – specifies the endpoint to which IdP must deliver the assertion; <Issuer>
– the EntityID of SP .

The issued assertion (i.e. security token) contains the following elements and parameters
relevant to this paper: InResponseTo – must match the ID of the <AuthnRequest>;
ID – a unique and randomly chosen assertion identifier; <Issuer> – the EntityID of
IdP ; <Audience> – the EntityID of SP ; <SubjectConfirmation> – the client
certificate of UA; <Subject> – the EntityID of U ;. To assure the integrity and au-
thenticity of the security claims made, the whole assertion must be protected by a digital
signature (<Signature>) which is compliant to the XML Signature standard [ERS+08].

COOKIE THEFT. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [FGM+99] is a wide-spread
web application protocol transmitting messages between user’s browser and web server.
Since HTTP is a stateless protocol, without additional mechanisms a user will be forced
to re-enter his login information repeatedly, for every HTTP request. HTTP session cook-
ies [Bar11] are applied to solve this problem by making HTTP stateful. In other words,
the cookies are a mechanism to make authentication persistent. They are set by the web
server, stored in the client’s browser and transmitted with every HTTP request to the web
server. In this manner a user has to authenticate himself only once in order to get a cookie
which represents the session state of an authenticated user.

Unfortunately, HTTP cookies can be stolen by various attacks like eavesdropping the net-
work communication, cross-site scripting (XSS), cross-site request forgery (CSRF), and
UI redressing. The theft results in impersonation of the victim by the adversary. To impede
cookie theft, two cookie flags are applied: secure – defines that cookies are only sent
over a secure channel (i.e. TLS); HTTPOnly – makes a cookie inaccessible by client-side
scripts (e.g. JavaScript). Unfortunately, all existing best-practice cookie theft countermea-
sures can be bypassed in several ways [Man03, Pal07, BBC11, Hei12].
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Figure 2: SAML 2.0 Holder-of-Key Web Browser SSO Profile.

4 Holder-of-Key Web SSO

The SAML V2.0 Holder-of-Key (HoK) Web Browser SSO Profile [KS10] is an OASIS
standard based on the browser-based Kerberos scheme BBKerberos [GJMS08]. By
using mutual authenticated secure channels, HoK adds strong cryptographic binding to
the authentication context and enhances the security of the message exchange, i.e. the
SAML assertion. HoK builds on the TLS protocol which is ubiquitously implemented in
all major browsers (including mobile browsers) and web servers. Therefore, maximum
compatibility to existing infrastructures and deployments is given.

In HoK the web server recognizes the browser on basis of a unique (self-signed) client cer-
tificate. The browser proves the possession of the client certificate’s private key in a mutual
authenticated TLS handshake. Any self-signed certificate is sufficient, as neither IdP nor
SP are required to validate the trust chain of the certificate. Therefore, no complex and
expensive public-key infrastructure (PKI) is needed. The issued assertion is cryptograph-
ically bound to the client certificate by including either the certificate itself or a hash of it
in the signed assertion. In this manner the assertion can be used only in conjunction with
the according private key stored in user’s browser.

Figure 2 illustrates the detailed flow of the SAML Holder-of-Key Web Browser SSO Pro-
file. Subsequently, we describe the individual steps:



1. UA → SP : User U navigates its user agent UA to SP and requests a restricted re-
source R by accessing URIR.2 This starts a new SSO protocol run.

2. SP → UA: SP determines that no valid security context (i.e. an active login session)
exists. Accordingly, SP issues an authentication request <AuthnRequest(ID1,
SP, ACSURL)> and sends it Base64-encoded, along with the RelayState parameter
URIR, as an HTTP 302 (redirect to IdP ) to UA. ID1 is a fresh random string and
SP the identifier of the Service Provider. ACSURL specifies the endpoint to which the
assertion must be delivered by IdP .

3. UA → IdP : Triggered by the HTTP redirect, a mutually authenticated TLS connec-
tion is established between UA and IdP . Thereby, IdP and UA send to each other
their certificates and each proves possession of the corresponding private key within
the mutual TLS handshake. Afterwards, the built TLS channel is used to transport
<AuthnRequest(ID1, SP, ACSURL)>, along with URIR, to IdP .

4. UA ↔ IdP : If the user is not yet authenticated, IdP identifies U by an arbitrary
authentication mechanism.

5. IdP → UA: IdP creates an assertion A := (IDA, ID1, IdP, SP, U,CertUA), in-
cluding the unique identifier IDA and ID1 from the request, the entity IDs of IdP , SP ,
the user identity U , and the user certificate CertUA. Subsequently, A is signed with
the IdP’s private key K−1IdP . The signed assertion A is embedded into a <Response>
message, together with ID1 and the fresh response identifier ID2, and is sent Base64-
encoded in an HTML form, along with the RelayState=URIR, to UA.

6. UA→ SP : A small JavaScript embedded in the HTML form triggers the forwarding of
the assertion A to ACSURL via HTTP POST. Simultaneously, a mutually authenticated
TLS channel with SP is built, where UA presents a client certificate Cert′UA.

7. SP → UA: SP consumes A, and requires that ID1 is included as InResponseTo
attribute in the assertion. A is only valid if the contained CertUA is equal to Cert′UA

from the previous TLS handshake (step 6). SP verifies the XML signature, and au-
thenticates user U resulting in a security context. Finally, SP grants U access to the
protected resource R by redirecting U to URIR.

HoK does not prevent assertion theft in any circumstance (e.g. via XSS). However, stolen
assertions are always worthless for the adversary, since they are cryptographically bound
to the legitimate browser. To successfully attack HoK, the adversary needs knowledge of
the private key belonging to the used client certificate. Consequently, the private key is
protected by the browser and/or by the underlying operating system. It is even possible
to store the private key on a secure device (e.g. smart card) to protect against malware
in untrusted environments (e.g. in kiosk scenarios, where computers are accessible to
everyone at public places). Furthermore, HoK protects both TLS connections (between
UA and SP as well as between UA and IdP ) against MITM and MITB attacks. It is
important to note that the presentation of a client certificate in step 1 and 2 (i.e. a mutually
authenticated TLS handshake) is strictly optional [KS10, p.10].

2URIR is called RelayState as it preserves and conveys the initial step of a SSO protocol run (i.e. the URI
of the accessed resource R).
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Figure 3: RelayState Spoofing attack on HoK Web SSO.

5 RelayState Spoofing Attack

Armando et al. [ACC+11] have discovered a serious authentication flaw (RelayState Spoof-
ing) in standard Web SSO. In this section, we provide a review of this attack and show that
this technique breaks the security of SAML HoK Web SSO.

5.1 Threat Model

We make two assumptions on adversary Adv to launch a successful RelayState Spoofing
attack:

1. Adv is able to lure the victim to a malicious website (Advws) controlled by him.
Since there is no need to read the network traffic, we may assume that UA of the
victim always communicates over encrypted TLS channels. Moreover, the victim
may only accept communication partners with valid and trusted server certificates.

2. Adv requires an XSS vulnerability for each attacked SP that allows cookie theft.

5.2 Attack Description

The RelayState Spoofing attack combines a logical flaw in the SSO implementation (the
RelayState parameter URIR can be changed by Adv, and this parameter will be used
in a final redirect triggered by SP ) with implementation bugs at the Service Provider
SP (an XSS attack can be launched through an HTTP redirect query string parameter).
The attack flow is depicted in Figure 3.



In step 2 or 4, Adv injects an XSS attack vector into the parameters of the RelayState
URIR= BADURI . After successful authentication at the honest SP (i.e. after successful
verification of the SAML assertion), the maliciously-crafted URIR= BADURI is loaded
by a browser redirect (step 9), and the XSS attack is automatically executed in the browser
resulting in a cookie theft.

Two preconditions must be met for this attack to be successful: (1) injectability of XSS
code into URIR and (2) XSS-vulnerable implementations of SPs. The first precondition
normally holds in SAML-based SSO scenarios, because URIR is not part of the XML-
based data structures authentication request or assertion, and can thus not be integrity pro-
tected by an XML signature. Instead, the SAML standard recommends to protect the in-
tegrity of URIR by a separate signature ([CHK+05], Section 3.4.3). However, [ACC+11]
and our own investigations show that this is normally not the case in practice. The second
precondition has been shown to be applicable by [WCW12] and [SB12], where numerous
implementation bugs for SPs have been documented. Additionally, Armando et al. have
presented two successful RelayState Spoofing attacks on Novel Access Manager 3.1 and
Google Apps.

By misusing the SSO protocol flow, Adv can ensure that the victim has an authenticated
session with the attacked SP, which is a precondition for cookie theft via XSS. Further-
more, Adv can use this attack as launching pad to automatically execute cross-site request
forgery (CSRF) [The13] attacks.

An attack related to RelayState Spoofing is login CSRF [BJM08], whereby Adv forges a
cross-site request to the honest website’s login form, resulting in logging the victim into
this website as the adversary. This CSRF variant is also applicable to SAML-based SSO.

6 HoK+ Web SSO

Although SAML HoK Web SSO protects against a variety of attacks, it is still susceptible
to the RelayState Spoofing attack as shown in the previous section. This is due to the fact,
that HoK does not protect the SP’s <AuthnRequest> against a MITM attack.

To additionally mitigate this severe attack, we propose to enhance HoK and call our novel
approach HoK+. In summary, HoK+ additionally binds the SP ’s <AuthnRequest>
message to the client certificate. Therefore, the whole SSO protocol flow is cryptographi-
cally linked to the legitimate UA.

6.1 HoK+ Protocol

Figure 4 illustrates the detailed flow of HoK+, which consists of the following steps:

1. UA → SP : User U navigates its user agent UA to SP and requests a restricted re-
source R by accessing URIR. This starts a new SSO protocol run. A mutually authen-
ticated TLS connection is established between UA and SP and thereby UA sends its
client certificate CertUA to SP .

2. SP → UA: SP extracts CertUA from the TLS handshake and issues an authentica-
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Figure 4: The novel HoK+ SSO Profile.

tion request <AuthnRequest(ID1, SP, CertUA, ACSURL)>, which is then
signed with the SP’s private key K−1SP . The <AuthnRequest> is sent back to UA,
along with URIR, as HTTP redirect to IdP .

3. UA → IdP : Triggered by the HTTP redirect, a mutual authenticated TLS connec-
tion between UA and IdP is established. UA uses this TLS connection to transport
<AuthnRequest>, along with URIR, to IdP .

4. UA ↔ IdP : IdP verifies the XML signature of the received <AuthnRequest>
with SP ’s public key and then compares CertUA from the authentication request with
Cert′UA of the TLS connection. If they match, IdP authenticates U with an arbitrary
method. Otherwise, the protocol is stopped.

5. IdP → UA: IdP creates an assertion A := (IDA, ID1, IdP, SP, U,CertUA). Sub-
sequently, A is signed with the IdP’s private key K−1IdP and is embedded into a <Response>
message, together with ID1 and the fresh response identifier ID2. Afterwards it is sent
Base64-encoded in an HTML form, along with the RelayState=URIR, to UA.

6. UA→ SP : A small JavaScript embedded in the HTML form triggers the forwarding of
the assertion A to ACSURL via HTTP POST. Simultaneously, a mutually authenticated
TLS channel with SP is built, where UA presents a client certificate Cert′′UA.

7. SP → UA: SP consumes A, and requires that ID1 is included as InResponseTo
attribute in the response message and in the assertion. Additionally, A is only valid
if the contained CertUA is equal to Cert′′UA from the previous TLS handshake (step
6). SP verifies the XML signature, and authenticates U resulting in a security context.
Finally, SP grants U access to the protected resource R by redirecting U to URIR.



The reason why HoK+ mitigates the RelayState Spoofing attack is that no SAML assertion
will be issued by IdP in case of an attack, since the authentication request is bound to the
client certificate used by the adversary Adv. Thus we make it impossible for Adv to submit
a valid SAML assertion to SP .

6.2 Implementation

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of HoK+, we have implemented it in the popular
open source framework SimpleSAMLphp (SSP) [Sim13]. We have chosen SSP because
it is known as a fairly secure framework [SMS+12], and because our own penetration
tests and source code observations have shown that SSP did not reveal any XSS flaws.
Moreover, SSP supports defense-in-depth techniques like HTTPOnly and secure flag
cookies by default.

SSP already supports HoK [MS11]. We added code to create, process, and verify signed
HoK+ authentication requests. The enhanced <AuthnRequest> is compliant with the
SAML standard and conforming to the SAML V2.0 XML schema. The TLS client certifi-
cate is added in the same way as in the HoK SAML assertion: a <SubjectConfirmation>
element, whose Method attribute is set to holder-of-key:SSO:browser, contains
the Base64 encoded client certificate from the TLS channel. The <SubjectConfirmation>
is inserted into the authentication request’s <Subject> element. Due to the XML signa-
ture and the additional XML elements, the resulting HoK+ <AuthnRequest> messages
are bigger than 2,048 bytes. Therefore, we had to change the HTTP redirect binding (i.e.
transfer by HTTP GET parameter) to HTTP POST binding.

A total of 113 modified or added lines across 3 files in the SSP source code were required
for these SSP modifications. Additionally, no further changes on UA were required.

7 Conclusion

Developing a secure Web SSO protocol is a nontrivial task. Due to the more complex tri-
lateral communication flow between all participants, the attack surface is larger and more
often leads to security issues compared to standard authentication. Despite the provided
protection mechanisms to strengthen the authentication process, a plethora of attacks still
exists.

The introduced HoK is a secure and robust Web SSO protocol that already protects against
a variety of attacks (e.g. MITM). However, based on previously found authentication
flaws, we showed that even the cryptographically strong security, provided by HoK, can
be bypassed and thus cannot mitigate identity theft.

Our improved HoK+ approach holistically secures the whole SSO protocol flow and addi-
tionally mitigates RelayState Spoofing without the need of changing existing Web infras-
tructure (i.e. TLS, browser, and web server). Finally, the concept of HoK+ is generic and
can be applied to other SSO protocols (e.g. OAuth and OpenID).

holder-of-key:SSO:browser
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